
Где используют метод RANC

Fellows, who and where has already used this method and what results were achieved? There
are many people with deseases, which can be effectively treated, emailed me asking if there
are other clinics in other cities, except my own in Krasnodar, which are using this method
RANC.On the other hand, people wrote that they tried to apply this method and got quite good
results. I have such information from different cities like Tbilisi, Vladivostok, Rostov-on-Don,
Murom, Zhezkazgan. I have received phone calls from Ekaterinburg, Moscow, Stary Oskol,
Estonia. Some people simply wrote that they are satisfied with results and never said where
they are from.

    

One thing I know for sure, there is one woman in Moscow, very active and smart. Firstly, she
had read the website, then she came to Krasnodar to experience the procedure on herself. After
that, she phoned me several times for an advice on different technical questions and told me
that she was getting very good result using my method and thatshe already has a queue of
people who want to try this out. I was glad to hear that.

  

Ideally, this method every nurse should know, in this case she will have a lot of clients.
Moreover, this procedure is actually should be performed by medical assistant. That is why I
decided it will be good idea if other people from different cities who need help will know where
the method is already used. Perhaps in your city somebody is already using this procedure
which is simply a modification of  paravertebral block.

  

I suggest everybody who has already used this method leave your reviews on this page. If you
are a practicing doctor or a medical assistant, I suppose, your potential clients would like to
know about your work. If any questions about this topic occur, I will try to answer them. Thank
you all, who will respond to this letter, in advance.
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